


What is GSCC? Who am I?

The Global Strategic Communications Council (GSCC) is an 
international network of communications professionals in the 
fields of climate, energy and nature.

Our philanthropically funded work focuses on media and public debate at the global level 
and in major economies. We seek to increase public support and political space for 
ambitious climate action. 

We are unbranded, similar to a communications agency for the climate community. Our 
services are free of charge, and we do not promote our own name and identity.



What is GSCC? Who am I?

Our team’s work on climate impacts: we support scientists, economists and other researchers 
to communicate:

1. How climate change affects current weather, especially World Weather Attribution and 
Climate Central

2. The consequences of these changes, eg disruption to food production, supply chains, 
economics etc

3. The future consequences of slow action on climate change - how much more it will cost if 
we don’t act fast enough 



What’s on the agenda

1. How extreme weather attribution is covered in the news
2. Who is hearing about attribution now
3. Weather presenters and attribution
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How extreme weather attribution is covered 
in the news

Journalists used to say:

(BBC, March 2013)



How extreme weather attribution is covered 
in the news

Then, they said:

(BBC, July 2021)

after attribution study of the heatwave



How extreme weather attribution is covered 
in the news

And then, they said:

(BBC, August 2021)

before attribution study of 
W Europe floods



This is being acknowledged in politics
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World Weather Attribution is a major reason for this
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1. How extreme weather attribution is covered in the news
2. Who is hearing about attribution now
3. Weather presenters and attribution



Where is attribution being discussed?

There are more rapid attribution studies than ever…



Where is attribution being discussed?

• Attribution is mostly on the news, not the 
weather (with exceptions)

• It’s mostly about events that happen elsewhere
• It’s largely only in national news, and 

particularly in outlets that cover a lot of 
international news (typically liberal media)

But they still only cover major international events, so:



Where is attribution being discussed?

The people who need to be persuaded about climate change aren’t hearing about 
attribution

In the US:
● 70% of the ‘Alarmed’ (worried about climate 

change) follow world news.
● Only 33% of the ‘Cautious’ and 24% of the 

‘Disengaged’ (less worried about climate 
change) follow world news.

But:
● 67% of the Cautious & 60% of the 

Disengaged follow the local weather forecast.
(source: Yale)

https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/2009_05_Global-Warmings-Six-Americas.pdf
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In Japan:
● Only 20% of ‘moderates’ and 18% of the 

‘disengaged’ ever watch international news
But:
● 53% of both segments watch local news at 

least once a week
(source: GSCC)

The people who need to be persuaded about climate change aren’t hearing about 
attribution

https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/2009_05_Global-Warmings-Six-Americas.pdf
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Is there a role for weather presenters to use climate attribution to talk more 
about how climate change is affecting the local weather? 



(this is definitely happening in places already!) 



Weather presenters and attribution

1. What level of climate coverage is included in your weather reports? Is there a difference 
between global, national & local events?

1. What are the barriers to talking about it more? Eg institutional (managers etc); audiences 
(how public would respond); science (need clearer evidence); anything else?

1. What resources would you need to increase climate coverage in your weather reports? 
Would a guide from World Weather Attribution - a meteorologists/weather presenters 
version - be useful, and what should it cover?

Please form groups of 8 people, and spend 20 minutes discussing the following:

Please be ready to summarise your discussions for the group
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